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NANASHOW Corporation’s First Own-Brand Entry! 

Launch of New Machine “Pachislot BERSERK” 
 

Fields Corporation (Head office: Shibuya-ku, Tokyo; President & COO: Takashi Oya) 

announces the nationwide release of the first own-brand entry from NANASHOW 

Corporation, “Pachislot BERSERK.” 

 

The comic BERSERK (created by Kentaro Miura / HAKUSENSHA.INC.) is a dark 

fantasy that began serialization in 1989. The stories, set in medieval Europe and 

depicting a detailed and deep world of swords and magic, have won enthusiastic fans 

both in Japan and abroad, with worldwide sales of exceeding 35 million copies. The 

series has since been adapted into an animated TV series and video games, and a 

movie trilogy planned and produced by Fields group has been released in theaters 

since February 2012. 

 

The first entry by the NANASHOW brand, “Pachislot BERSERK,” is packed full of 

symbolic characters, well-known scenes, and exciting battles, recreating the epic 

world of the original work. The chassis, developed specially for “BERSERK,” 

features reels and gimmicks that work in conjunction with its LCD display to bring 

an unprecedented level of wonder to the player. 

 

NANASHOW Corporation is an emerging game machine manufacturer that joined 

the Japan Game Machine Industry Association* in 2013. The company researches 

new forms of entertainment for the next generation and develops new game machines 

based on flexible and original ideas. In May 2014, NANASHOW and Fields agreed 

to utilize their respective technology, knowhow, IP, and other management resources 

to stably provide high-quality products, and formed a business alliance for a joint 

enterprise. 

 

This machine is not only for Pachislot enthusiasts but a wide range of people, 

including comic and movie fans. 

 

The “Pachislot BERSERK” machine is scheduled for delivery in March 2015 to 

pachinko halls throughout Japan. 

 
* The Japan Game Machine Industry Association consists of 35 pachinko/pachislot machine manufacturers (as of 

December 2014). 

 

 For inquiries or further information please contact:  

Corporate Communications Office, Fields Corporation 

Shibuya Garden Tower, 16-17 Nampeidai-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0036 

Tel.: +81-3-5784-2109  Fax: +81-3-5784-2119 
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